Announcement

GP900, GP1200, MTS2000
Portable Radios approved to ATEX

Introduction and Background

As a consequence of implementation of the ATEX directive 94/9/EC for equipment and protective systems intended for use in explosive atmosphere, we will launch ATEX approved versions of the GP900, GP1200 and MTS2000 radios.

All these radios are approved to ATEX protection class

II 2 G Ex ib IIB T4

To get additional information on the ATEX standard, please refer to our information on Motorola Online (Resource Center: Product and Technical Information – Announcements – Frequently Asked Questions - …)

New Radio Model Numbers / Options

GP900 Portable Radio Model (ATEX IIB approved)
- H01KCC9AN3ACA GP900 VHF N/ KP ATEX
- H01KCG9AN3ACA GP900 VHF KP ATEX
- H01RCC9AN3ACA GP900 UHF N/ KP ATEX
- H01RCG9AN3ACA GP900 UHF KP ATEX

GP900 Carry Cases (Mandatory for ATEX Radios)
For Non-Keypad (N / KP) Models
- STDCA S0402AA STD CASE W/ BELT LOOP T STRAP N/ KP
- Q93AA ADD: CASE W/ SWIVEL T STRAP N/ KP 2.5"
- Q93AB ADD: CASE W/ SWIVEL T STRAP N/ KP 3"

For Keypad (KP) Models
- STDCA S0402AB STD CARRY CASE W/ BELT LOOP KP
- Q93AC ADD: CARRY CASE W/ SWIVEL KP

GP1200 Portable Radio Model (ATEX IIB approved)
- H01RCH9CK7BCA GP1200 UHF KP ATEX

GP1200 Carry Cases (Mandatory for ATEX Radios)
- STDCA S0951AA STD CARRY CASE W/ SWIVEL
- Q93AC ADD: CARRY CASE W/ BELT LOOP KP
MTS2000 Portable Radio Model

- H01KCD9PW1AC - MTS2000 VHF N/KP
- H01KCH9PW1AC - MTS2000 VHF KP
- H01RCD9PW1AC - MTS2000 UHF N/KP
- H01RCH9PW1AC - MTS2000 UHF KP

MTS2000 Approval Options (One option must be selected)

- Q772AA - ALT: ATEX EEIC IB IIB T4 CONFIG
- Q657AA - ALT: CENELEC EEIC IB IIC T4 CONFIG
  (not available for EU/EFTA Countries)

MTS2000 Carry Cases (Mandatory for ATEX Radios)

For Non-Keypad (N/KP) Models

- H312DF - ALT: CASE LEATHER T/STRAP ULT
- H314EQ - ALT: CASE LEATHER 3T/ST ULT
- H319CX - ALT: CASE LEATHE 2.5T/ST ULT

For Keypad (KP) Models

- Q775AA - ALT: JEDI DTMF CASE W/BELT LOOP
- Q776AA - ALT: CARRY CASE DTMF, SWIVEL

New Accessories Numbers

- RNN4008AR - BATTERY ATEX
  (similar to CENELEC Battery NTN7148B)
- EMN6230A - REMOTE SPKR MIC NC ATEX
  (similar to CENELEC RSM EMN6225A)
- EMN6231A - REMOTE SPKR MIC ATEX
  (similar to CENELEC RSM EMN6226A)

Information on other audio accessories will be provided.

Spare Parts

Batteries, Remote Speaker Microphones and other items are available as spare parts for ATEX, CENELEC and FM Radios beyond June 2003.

Pricing

ATEX radios are prices equal to the CENELEC pendants, but the package includes a carry case instead of a belt clip.

Timescale

First shipment of ATEX Radios is scheduled for beginning of July 2003

Further information:

Please contact our Customer Connect Team
E-mail: cgiss.emea@motorola.com